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COVER—Cormorants on the George W. Mead 
Wildlife Area in central Wisconsin have readily 
accepted artificial nesting platforms as a substi- 
tute for deteriorating natural nesting habitat. The 
number of breeding pairs has increased from 28 at 
the beginning of this study to 223 in 1981. Photo 
by Bruce Bacon 

Natural nesting habitat for the double-crested cormorant 

(Phalacrocorax auritus), consisting of flooded dead timber, has become 
limited in the midwest portion of the United States: Population trends 
have followed this decline in habitat and today the species is classified as 

endangered in Wisconsin. Artificial nesting structures, consisting of a pole 
with platforms, proved to be a successful substitute for natural nest sites 

on the George W. Mead Wildlife Area in central Wisconsin and thus pro- 
vided an excellent method for rehabilitating deteriorating natural 

rookeries. Platforms constructed with a lath surface, with additional 

perching space provided, were the most successful of the four platform de- 

signs tested, and received high use by cormorants and great blue herons. 
Cormorant production on artificial platforms was generally greater than 
that in natural nest sites. 

Guidelines for construction and placement of artificial nesting struc- 

tures are presented to assist land managers in their restoration efforts.
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the Lake DuBay colony. The cormo- ample, deterioration was so advanced and Stackpole (1974) reported that 
rant population at Mead expanded at in 1967 that cormorants were nesting the Fletcher Pond colony, comprising 
an annual rate of approximately 25% on the ground or on floating mats of approximately half of the osprey popu- 
since 1968. By 1974 an established vegetation (Cline and Dornfield 1968) . lation of lower Michigan, has grown 
rookery of 28 cormorant and 75 great Habitat deterioration has also oc- steadily since the introduction of arti- 
blue heron nests existed. curred for the osprey (Pandion ficial nest structures. 

When this study was initiated in haliaetus) and the everglades kite The purpose of this study was to de- 
1974, the flooded hardwood timber (Rostrhamus sociabilis plumbeus), sign, erect, and test artificial nesting 
that provided the nest substrate for both endangered in their respective structures that would supplement the 

the Mead colony was deteriorating at a states of Michigan and Florida. natural habitat of the double-crested 
rapid rate and the future of the colony Artificial nesting structures for the cormorant. This report will present 

looked dim. The existing nesting trees osprey (Postupalsky and Stackpole the results of the Mead study, along 
were expected to disappear by 1980. 1974) and artificial nest baskets for the with guidelines for land managers in 
Similar deterioration of nesting kite (Sykes and Chandler 1974) have constructing and installing such struc- 
habitat has occurred throughout the proven successful in providing nesting tures on their properties. 
midwest. On the Agassiz National sites secure from the effects of rapid 
Wildlife Refuge in Minnesota, for ex- deterioration and wind. Postupalsky 

The George W. Mead Wildlife vens Point and 5.5 miles north of Mil- pally for waterfowl management. 
Area is located in central Wisconsin, in ladore (Fig. 1). The Mead is 26,610 Townline Flowage, located in the cen- 

Wood, Marathon, and Portage coun- acres in size and characterized by 17 tral portion of the wildlife area, was 

ties, 22.5 miles northwest of Ste- large impoundments created princi- created in 1964. The cormorant and 
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heron rookery researched in this study AS 
is located in the extreme southeast cor- | Sn 
ner of this 1,100-acre impoundment | | ‘iN SS 
and is approximately 13.7 acres in size | ~ 

(Fig. 2). Water depths within the < 

rookery ranged from 6 inches to 8 ft. TOWNLINE FLOWAGE % | 
Soils consisted of clay overlain with “ s 
fine silt. Flooded dead timber con- fe 
sisted principally of white ash (Frax- 
inus americana), silver maple (Acer SCALE 

| saccharinum) and elm (Ulmus sp.). }—__-—_+ 

The study area was divided into 0 165 ft 
four sections in which various plat- | 
forms or combinations of them were [f= "—., 

tested. Sections A-C were inhabited i + \, *————* Rookery Boundary -— Natural Nesting Tree 
primarily by cormorants, and Sec- | + 
tion D primarily by great blue herons + \ ------— Study Area Boundary © Artificial Nesting Structure 

(Fig. 2). sty tl, | “a aiticial Perehy 
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Artificial structures consisted of Major effort was directed toward mesh chicken wire stapled to the top 
wooden poles with attached platforms. nesting structures. However, in 1975 — surface. A 60-inch perch, connecting 
Construction, installation, and testing perching structures were placed inSec- —_ each side arm and extending 18 inches 
of structures was undertaken in 1974, tions A-C to provide resting and roost- —_ beyond, was nailed to the front of the 
1975, and 1976. Pole site selection and ing sites. platform; (2) a lath platform, with 
structure construction took place in pieces of lath spaced across the surface; 
February and March of each year, and (3) a wooden box, measurin 
when the ice was thick enough to sup- PLATFORMS 19.5x12.5x8.0 inches. A 2x2-inch side 
port vehicles and heavy equipment. brace was extended 55.5 inches and 
Snow depths in 1974 prohibited good Desi 45 inches out beyond the platform 
ice formation and it became necessary esign surface as a perch for the lath and box 
to remove snow with snowblowers on platforms, respectively. Wire, lath, 
planned construction sites to permit Three platform types were tested in and box platforms were tested in Sec- 
the ice to freeze sufficiently to insure the cormorant rookery during 1974 __ tions A, B, and C, respectively. 
safe conditions for heavy equipment (Fig. 3): (1) a wire platform, consist- The lath and box platforms were 

4 operations. ing of a wooden frame with 1-inch- also used to test the feasibility of re-
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FIGURE 3. Types of artificial nesting 
platforms tested in 1974 , 

| 2f"+}— 214" _4 
BOTH TOP BRACES 

placing fallen natural nests on artificial | 4 -}— 14 2" 
platforms in 1974 only. 

In 1975 the lath platform, with two i Ca 
modifications, was used almost exclu- : ba " 
sively for new platform construction in 10 12 . / R= 21g 4 2b 
each Section (Fig. 4). Modifications Sd 
included rounding off the square edges 3 f SS c/ 5 
on the top surface of the perch with a SSS | | 

Joiner, and extending the pogest, lata NaNO Ne 
an additional 15.5 inches beyond the d ID — | | 
side of the platform to provide more A ™ | PERCH 
perching space for a maximum family / \] 7 6 9 (top rounded) 
size of 2 adults and 4 young. 

The modified lath platform was | 4" f 
used in the heron portion of the rook- 8 
ery (Fig. 2, Section D) in 1976. Plat- i , , 

forms were not constructed in the cor- | ely | 3° }— 
morant portion of the rookery during BOTH BOTTOM BRACES 
this last year of the study. POLE 

One 8x8-ft square platform, suc- 
cessful for cormorants at the Agassiz MATERIALS 
National Wildlife Refuge in north- 1) 2 2" 7 (7) 398" x2" x 17-7/8" lath 

western Minnesota (Cline and (2) 1" x 2" x 26%" (8) 3/8” x 3%" lag bolt and washer 
Dornfield 1968) , was also constructed (3) 1° x2" x 30" (9) 5/16" x 3° machine bolt and washer 
. . . (4) 3/8’ x 2” x 39” lath (10) 3/8" x 2%" lag bolt and washer 
in Section B in 1975. (5) 3/8 x2’ x 19%" lath (11) 5/16" x 2%" machine bolt and washer 

(6) 3/8 x2” x 19%" lath (12) 1%’ ring shank nails 

Construction FIGURE 4. Materials and measurements for 
construction of modified lath platform 

First-year platforms were con- 
structed of old barn lumber and 
wooden boxes. Second- and third-year 
platforms and the Agassiz-type plat- arm with machine bolts. The longest details are shown in Figure 5. Perches 
form were constructed from new clear lath on Platform Type B was attached were constructed in the field. 
southern yellow pine (Pinus sp.) lum- to the sidearms with a 21.5-inch dis- 
ber treated with chromated copper ar- tance between nailing points. This 
senate under 0.40 retention. This pro- preset the width of the platform sur- POLES 
cess was chosen over other methods of face. The Agassiz-type platform was 
treatment for its low toxicity and high constructed totally in the field. 
estimated life expectancy (40-50 Design 
years). Platform designs for first-year 
platforms are shown in Figure 3, and PERCHES 
materials and measurements for con- " In 1974, freshly cut 30-ft white ash 
struction of the modified lath platform A perching structure consisted of 3 and silver maple poles, with 6- to 8- 
are shown in Figure 4. perches attached horizontally to a 30- inch diameters at the base, were used 

Materials were precut, bolt holes ft pole. Perches were constructed of to accommodate the nesting platforms. 
predrilled, and platforms semicon- 14-ft 2x2-inch lumber rounded on the New and used treated poles, with 8- 
structed before going into the field. top surface, using new southern yellow inch base and 5-inch top diameters, 
Semiconstruction involved the joining pine treated in the same manner as were used for additional construction 
of top and bottom braces for each side- that used for platforms. Construction in 1975. New poles were purchased lo- 5



the flowage floor. The pointed butt of 
the pole slid along the bottom toward 

Ld [a | the hole in the soil as the bulldozer 
hiss | 8% continued backing; the hole in the ice 

! | acted as a pivot point. The pole slipped 
| | into the augered hole in the soil when it 

a ! | reached a vertical position. The bull- 
| 4 3 S dozer was then turned around and a 

chain attached to the blade and 
. wrapped around the pole. The pole | 

was forced to the desired depth into 
5 PERCH the hole by hydraulically lowering the 

> mS (top rounded for blade. The amount of pole length © 
MATERIALS N\ easy perching) above the water level available for plat- 
4) 2 x2" 14 6 NS form or perch construction was a func- 
(2) 1x 2% 27" tion of water depth. 

ia) 3/8" ; x me lag bolt and washer | eo | 
(5) 5/16" x 3°’ machine bolt and washer 
(6) 3/8 x 3%" lag bolt and washer Placement of Platforms 

FIGURE 5. Materials and measurements for Extension ladders were used to 
construction of perch for perching structures reach desired platform placement 

levels on the poles; construction began 

at the highest level and proceeded 
| downward. Sidearms were attached to 

the pole with lag bolts; platform sur- 

cally while used poles were obtained sand substrate within the rookery por- faces were nailed or stapled to them. 
from the Fire Control Bureau of the tion of the flowage. Pole placement Lag bolts were driven into poles with a 
Wisconsin Department of Natural Re- sites were considered acceptable if the hammer. Wire and lath platforms were 
sources. All poles had been treated clay layer was at least 6.5 ft in depth placed at a 7° angle above the horizon- 
under pressure with pentachlorophe- and the water depth was no greater tal to provide a pocket for nest place- 
nol in a petroleum base. New and used __ than 4.5 ft. Pole stability was essen- ment. This angle was not used with the 
poles had an estimated life expectancy _ tial and clay soils offered an excellent box platform because the box itself 
of 45 and 20 years, respectively. base for pole placement. In less stable provided this effect. 

New treated 30-ft poles were used _ soils it is recommended that rock rip- Platforms were positioned on poles 
for structures in 1976 when 8 poles __ rap be placed around the base of each in consecutive 90° staggered vertical 
were placed in Section D-’ pole to provide added stability. Areas placement, to preclude overlap. In 

of extensive ice movement should be 1974, platforms were spaced 3 ft apart 
— avoided. vertically on 1 of the 2 poles placed 

Location within 25 ft of natural nesting trees in 
each study area. Platforms were 

; : d 6 ft apart vertically on all re- 
The poles were located in each sec- Installation nainin ] P y 7 

tion in 1974 as follows: 2 poles within g poles. Placement began 18 ft 
25 ft of natural nesting trees 1 pole | . above the water and pee ded down- ate A 1.5X1.5-ft hole was cut in the ice ward to the respective spacing distance 
25-50 ft from natural nesting trees, with a chain saw. A hole was then above the water. Natural nests were 

| and another pole 50-100 ft fr om natu- drilled into the flowage floor with a hy- placed on 2 platforms at the 6- and 12- 
ral nesting trees. An additional pole draulic, 8-inch auger mounted on the ft levels in Section B and on 1 plat- 

was placed da Doth Sections Band C to back of a truck. The auger was aligned form at the 12 ft level.in Section C. 
ay modats Y © ts epiacemen or with one corner of the opening in the In 1975, all platforms were spaced 

ests onto artilicia ice. Holes were drilled to depths of 4.5, 3 ft apart vertically, beginning 9 ft 

Plarfor s. & vol 6.0, and 6.5 ft into the soil for 17-, 30-, above the water level. Platforms ex- 
used 30-ft one mew 89 - por ane? and 35-ft poles, respectively. Pole base tended to the 18-ft level and 24-ft level 
25 ft of b | nesti °. h and drill diameters were nearly equal. on 30- and 35-ft poles, respectively. 
trade or na The 1 ng ‘le. nd or A point was cut on the butt of each pole The Agassiz-type platform was 
he ‘ ar te e sed pole and one prior to placement to facilitate the re- built 9 ft above the water level. 
short pote were use for platform lease of water pressure up the sides of The placement pattern of platforms 
structures and the remaining short the poles during placement. on poles in 1976 was modified to en- 
pole ve used or the perching struc- A bulldozer, almost a pole length courage great blue heron use. Plat- 
Coe 3 - t poles le placed he away from and with its back toward forms were spaced 4 ft apart begin- 
hoe ton t an latfor as 1e8s le the the placement site, was used to lift | ning at the 8 ft level and proceeded to 
Slaced at each corner of the square poles vertically into place. The butt the 24-ft level in consecutive 180° stag- 

formation end of the pole was placed against the gered vertical placement. 
. corner of the hole and edge of the ice Perches were attached at their hori- 

directly above the hole in the soil; the zontal midpoints to foundation poles 
Site Selection tip was placed on the top of the bull- with lag bolts. Diagonal braces were 

dozer cab. The pole was positioned by attached to the perch with machine 
backing the bulldozer toward the pole bolts and to the pole with lag bolts. A 

Soil and water depth determined site. The pole, when at approximately horizontal brace was attached from the 

the sites for pole placement. A clay a 55° vertical angle with the ice, slid off perch to the pole with nails to prevent 
6 layer of varying depth covers the main the edge of the ice shelf and dropped to rotational movement. Perches were
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The pointed butt of the pole is placed over the hole and the bulldozer is backed up 
slowly, raising the pole until the pole is vertical and slips into the drilled hole. 
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Partially assembled platforms are bolted on the Platforms placed consecutively in 180° rotation 
pole, and construction completed in place. are recommended. Platforms such as these have a 

projected life expectancy if new of 45 years, and 7 
if used, 15 to 20 years.



placed at 12-, 15-, and 18-ft levels species of birds using platforms, min- 

above the water and at right angles to utes of bird occupation time (both 
each other. | nesting and nonnesting birds) , degree 

- of nest construction, bird behavior, 
| nest longevity in artificial and natural 

DATA COLLECTION - nest sites, and reproduction informa- | 
| | tion. Cormorant production informa- 

, tion was recorded for each active nest 
An observation blind was placed from the onset of incubation through | 

atop a large stump 231 ft southwest of the fledging stage. Heron production 
| the rookery. Observations in 1974 and was recorded for nests on artificial 

1975 began in April and continued platforms only. Poor visibility of most 
through August. Daily observation pe- natural heron nests precluded accurate 
riods were scheduled to include either observations. | 
morning, daytime, evening, or night- Information gathered in 1976 per- 
time platform use and behavior obser- _ tained to general platform use by spe- 
vations. Data collected included date, cies, nest: longevity, and final 
weather conditions, the number and production. 

| USE OF PLATFORMS FOR lowing year the modified lath platform 25 ft of natural nesting trees, were oc- 
NESTING was compared with each of the original cupied by nesting pairs. Although the 

a platform types in each of the sections, use of box platforms was similar to that 
a and received greater use than any of of the modified lath platforms in 1975, 

In 1974, 1975, and 1976, 8, 11, and the 3 original types, even far surpass- this high use pattern is misleading. 
23 cormorant nests were constructed ing the regular lath platform. Cormo- The box construction permitted nest- 
on artificial platforms respectively.  jants will accept a variety of nesting —_ ing material to accumulate during the 
This was 25.6, 26.8, and 57.5% of all substrates but prefer the modified lath 1974 breeding season and remain 

| nests constructed by cormorants on platform. In fact, they did not nest on within the nest box until the 1975 sea- 
the study area in each year. The sub- anything else except the box when son. Cormorant nests are used from 
stantial increase in platform use for - modified lath platforms were available. year to year unless they are destroyed 
nesting purposes, observed in 1976, can The modifications: to the lath plat- (Mendall 1936). This was observed 
be attributed to considerable deterio- sym appear to be important to the on 2 box platforms which became occu- 
ration of the natural nesting substrate birds and increase the desirability of | pied early in the 1975 breeding season 
during the winter of 1975-76. Inspite tpi. platform type. The lath design it- | and biased the box platform data when 
of this deterioration, the cormorant self permits the birds to weave nesting they were compared to the modified 
spring resident population within the material around the platform supports _lath type. These 2 platforms accounted 
rookery increased from 10 7 adults and in a natural fashion and provides good for 71.8% of the use recorded for the 
juveniles in 1974, to 124 in 1976. aeration of the nest to prevent box platform. The high level of use 

| Three, 2, and 10 heron nests were waterlogging and subsequent rotting of recorded for the lath platform over the 

constructed on artificial platforms. in the platform surface. Mendall (1936) box platform in 1974 is more repre- 
1974, 1975, and 1976, respectively. stated that the cormorant seldom uses _ sentative of the comparison of these 

. OF 

This was 3.8, 2.3, and 9.4 7o of all nests weaving in the nest-building process. platform types, but further testing 
constructed by herons within the rook- This is contrary to my observations at —_ may be necessary to more precisely de- 
ery in each year. The increase in plat- the Mead where cormorants frequently termine the desirability of one over the 
form use observed in 1976 was due to — wove nesting material into their nests __ other. 
platforms being placed on structures In and around the platform supports. The Agassiz-type platform was not 
the heron portion of the rookery during Birds were reluctant to land or walk used by the Mead cormorants in 1975. 
that year. Deterioration of natural on the chicken wire surface of the wire This type of platform was used at Ag- 

_hesting sites was advanced and the platforms, resulting in low use for this assiz when its existing rookery had de- 
platforms were a suitable substitute. platform type. A pair initiated nest — teriorated to a point where birds were 

building in 1974 on only 1 wire plat- nesting on floating mats of vegetation. 
form and abandoned it before con- The Mead rookery had not reached 

Type of Platform struction was complete. When an al- this stage of habitat deterioration by 
ternative platform type was available the time of this study. 

In 1974 the wire, lath, and box plat- (in 1975) , no wire platforms were used. The lath platforms, both original 
forms were tested in three different Box platforms did have substantial and modified, received 93% of all 

: sections of the study area, and lath use and proved to be a feasible plat- heron nesting activity on artificial 
platforms had by far the greatest use form. However, in the first year, no platforms during the study. One suc- 
by cormorants — twice as much as the nests were constructed on the box plat- cessful nest was constructed on a wire 
box type and over 8 times as much as forms until all available lath platforms platform while no nesting attempts oc- 

8 the wire platform (Table 1). The fol- at or above the 9 ft level, and within curred on the box type.



TABLE 1. Average platform use by type, 1974-75. 
| ———————— 

| 
Cormorant Avg. Use/ _ 

The modified lath platform is rec- Platform No. Use Platform 
ommended for future restoration. of . Year Section Type Platforms* (minutes) ** (minutes) 

deteriorating cormorant and heron 1974 A Wire 8 2114 264 
rookeries. B Lath 7 16,552 2,365 

C Box 8 7,380 923 

Relationship to Distance 1975 A Math 2 3600 nee 
from Natural Nesting Trees : , 

| B Lath 9 2,680 297 < laced within 95 ft of -Mod-lath 9 8,156 906 
tructures placed within O 

natural nesting trees received an aver- C M pox h 9 9,200 1,022 
age of 98% of all recorded cormorant Math 120801208 
use during 1974 and 1975 (Table 2). *Not all platforms of each type were available to cormorants due to 

An average of 99% of all recorded occupation by great blue herons. 
heron use also occurred on structures **Represents time cormorants occupied platforms out of totals of 5,345 and 
placed within 25 ft of natural nesting 3,900 observation minutes for 1974 and 1975 respectively. Each value rep- 
trees. resents more than one platform, each platform having the potential for 

Structures should be placed within 5,345 and 8,900 minutes of observed occupation time for 1974 and 1975 

25 ft of natural nesting trees, when respectively. 
present, to facilitate use by cormorants | 
and herons. Clear aerial access to plat- | 
forms is important and can be assured 

by placing structur es 20 ft apart. TABLE 2. Nesting structure use in relation to distance from natural nesting Clumping of structures in groups adja- trees 
cent to natural nesting trees will maxi- 
mize the restoration potential of main S080 

nesting areas within the rookery. Ex- b istance 
ansion will then take place from these rom ‘ 

restored nesting nuclei Natural | Cormorant Avg. Use/ ° Nesting No. No. Use Percent Platform 
Trees (ft) Year Structures Platforms (minutes)* of Total (minutes) 

Relationship to Height ee 
98 

Above the Water 1975 12 54 30,736 661.7 

25-50 1974 3 9 944 104.8 Cormorants used platforms at 1975 3 9 136 151 
heights ranging from 3 to 24 ft above 7 9 
the water (Fig. 6). However, platform 50-100 1974 2 6 { 2 
use increased with an increase in 1975 2 6 56 9.3 
height. All nests built on artificial plat- *Represents time cormorants occupied platforms out of totals of 5,345 and 3,900 observa. _ forms occurred in the range of 9 to. tion minutes for 1974 and 1975 respectively. Each value represents more than one plat- 
24 ft. This corresponds to the vertical form, each platform having the potential for 5,345 and 3,900 minutes of observed occupa- range for natural nest sites of 8 to tion time for 1974 and 1975 respectively. 
27 ft. The slightly lower use recorded 
for the 24-ft level in 1975 is a product 
of one platform becoming permanently 
occupied for nesting purposes late in 
the breeding season. Observations of 
platform use were terminated before Relationship to Vertical 
young had fledged from this nest, un- Distance Between Platforms The 4-ft spacing distance used in 
derestimating use of this level. Lewis platform construction in 1976 facili- 
(1929) recorded nesting heights in tree tated heron nesting on platforms below 
nesting colonies ranging from 1 to more Vertical distance between plat- the top level on any given structure. In- 
than 65 ft above the ground or water. forms had little effect on platform use. terference between cormorants and 

Herons used either of the top 2 plat- Platforms spaced 3 ft apart had an av- herons seldom occurred within the 
forms on any given structure through- erage use of 1,086 observation min- rookery. Interference did occur occa- 
out the study. These platforms ranged utes/platform in 1974 and 668 obser- sionally when a cormorant nesting di- 
from 18 to 24 ft above the water and vation minutes/platform in 1975. rectly beneath a heron would steal 
were within the height range occupied Platforms spaced 6 ft apart averaged nesting material from the nest above. I 
by nests in natural sites. 1,220 observation minutes/platform in recommend a 4-ft spacing distance be- 

Providing artificial platforms 1974 and 556 observation minutes/ tween platforms in those areas of a 
within the vertical interval occupied by platform in 1975. The 3-ft spacing dis- rookery where both species nest. 
natural nests will maximize platform tance between platforms approximates Closer spacing between platforms 
use. In rookeries where excessive dete- the average 2.9-ft vertical spacing be- has been tried in several locations in 
rioration precludes this determination, tween. nests in natural trees. This Wisconsin, but production and behav- 
the 9- to 24-ft vertical interval is spacing distance has the added advan- ior patterns of the nesting birds have 
recommended. tage of allowing more platforms/ pole. not been analyzed. 9



| | placed nests should be wired into their 
2750 ° respective platforms to prevent loss 

| | I974 from high winds. | 

2500 | 

GB USE OF PERCHING 
| 220 975 STRUCTURES 

3 " Z, 
22000 y - Perching structures received vary- 
E Uj ing use depending upon the number of 
s 1750 Yj cormorants present in a particular sec- 
© Z Y} tion. In Section A, which had only 
Oo Uy Yy 10% of the cormorant population, the 
EF 1500 U; GY perching structure received only 6 
J Yj GY minutes of use, while in Section C, 

S 1250 | Uj Yy which had almost half of the popula- 
o Yy Yy tion, the perching structure received 

| =e Uj Y 301 minutes of use. Perching struc- 
| § 1000 , G Y tures will become increasingly impor- 

Z Y Uj Y tant as natural roosting trees within a 
750 G Uj Uy rookery deteriorate. They should be 

yy GY G GY incorporated into rookery restoration 
Y) Yy YY) Yy plans when this particular aspect of 

500 Uj G Uy Uy the habitat is lacking. | 
, Uj Yj Y Perching structures were not lo- 

250 | Uy Uj Yy G GY cated in the heron portion of the Mead 
Yy Yj G Y Yy rookery. Structures placed in the cor- 

| Y Y; | Yj | Z Uy morant portion of the rookery received 
— — Z Z Ls i Ai 38 minutes of observed heron use dur- 

| 3 6 9 l2 I5 18 2 24 ing the 1975 breeding season from 
| FEET ABOVE WATER | birds occasionally using the area for 

resting and roosting. Perching require- 

| FIGURE 6. Cormorant use of platforms in ments of the heron are similar to the 
relation to height above water cormorants and I recommend that 

| perching structures be incorporated 
into heron rookery restoration plans. | 

PRODUCTION 

The average number of fledged 
Effect of Vertical Rotation REPLACEMENT OF young per nest, in this study, ranged 

| FALLEN NESTS ON from 1.30 to 2.34 for natural nests and 
Positioning of platforms in consecu- 1.18 to 2.83 for nests on artificial plat- 

tive 90° staggered vertical placement PLATFORMS forms. This fluctuation can be attrib- 
was accepted by the cormorants. How- uted to yearly variations in’ weather 
ever, this pattern did allow defecations Three fallen nests were placed on patterns, predation, and human dis- 
from upper nests to fall on the nests at platforms during the first year of the turbance. Productivity in this study is 
lower levels. This was not uncommon study to determine if this technique based on the average clutch size of 3 
in natural trees but it occurred more was necessary to initiate platform oc- eggs/nest recorded by Bent (1964) 
frequently in artificial structures. cupation. All were readily accepted. and approximates the average 2.4 
consecutive 180° staggered vertical However, two were blown out of the young/nest aaended by Norton 
placement was used exclusively in the platforms by high winds early in the (1973). While nests normally pos- 

placement of platforms on all struc- breeding season. The remaining nest sessed 2-4 young, 1 nest in 1976 con- 
tures constructed in 1976. This re- was occupied by a pair of cormorants tained 5 young; all fledged 
sulted in platforms being back to back that subsequently nested successfully. successfully. 
and oriented directly above each other. One of the platforms continued to be Production of young was generally 
Since cormorants defecate sideways off occupied by a nesting pair after nest greater on the artificial platforms than 
the edge of the nest, this modification loss. This pair renested and produced in natural nest sites (Table 3). Al- 
reduced defecation problems and facil- 3 young. Renesting is not uncommon though average production on the plat- 
itated use of lower platform levels. I and has also been observed by McLeod _ forms in 1975 was lower than that in 
recommend the 180° rotation pattern and Bondar (1953). natural nest sites, the average number 
for future construction. Replacement of fallen nests may be __ of fledged young on the modified lath 

Heron use of structures for nesting desirable when attempting to develop platform was slightly higher. 

was limited to the top platform on any new rookeries. Cormorants often feed Natural nesting trees were in ad- 
given pole during eit ane 1975. The in areas where nesting sites are not vanced stages of deterioration and ac- 
90° rotation pattern did not provide a available, but where the establishment tive nests were easily destroyed when 
desirable nesting site arrangement. of artificial nesting structures is feasi- limbs broke off during stormy weather. 
The 180° vertical rotation also facili- ble. The presence of nests, obtained = Artificial platforms were more secure 
tated heron use of lower platform from active colonies, on selected plat- | because of their stability and resist- 

10 levels. forms may encourage nesting. All re- ance to deterioration. The deterio-
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Production of young was generally greater on the artificial platforms than 

in natural nest sites. : 4 

e o e ° 

rated condition of the natural trees was 1975, and 1976, respectively. This cor- newly hatched young may have be- 
e e OF e 

responsible for the loss of 13, 18, and responds with a loss of 0, 36,and0% of | come overexposed to the burning rays 
e e e ° o e eo 

35% of the active nests in natural nest the active nests on artificial platforms of the sun. On the second occasion, the 

sites during stormy periods in 1974, during the same period. The high loss same canoeists observed young jump- 
°° e eo e 

1975, and 1976, respectively. This con- of active nests in 1975, beyond those ing from the nests and either drowning 

trasts with a loss of 0, 9, and 13% of the destroyed during stormy weather, was _ or dispersing. Human disturbance as a 
e e oy . e ° e 

active nests on artificial platforms over due to human disturbance within the mortality factor has been reported by 
« 

° e 

the same period. rookery and suspected predation by Houston (1962), and Erskine (1972). 

Some nests were lost because of great horned owls (Bubo virginianus). Human activity in a cormorant rookery 

human disturbance and predation. Canoeists entered the rookery to inves- should be restricted during the entire 

The part each of these factors played tigate the nesting birds twice during breeding season. 

in nest abandonment was difficult to the breeding season. On the first occa- A pair of great horned owls nested 

determine. Collectively they accounted sion the adult segment of the cormo- in an old great blue heron nest on the 

for the loss of 3, 23, and 0% of the ac- rant population flew off and did not re- south edge of the rookery in 1975 and 
. e J « e e e Cy 

tive nests in natural nest sites in 1974, turn for over 30 minutes. At this time raised 2 young. Throughout the cor- 11



| mation was not obtained from the 2 
nests on platforms in 1975. 

TABLE 3. Cormorant production on artificial platforms compared 
to natural nest sites, 1974-76. , 

| STRUCTURE COSTS 
| ; Avg. Young | 

Active Successful Young Fledged/ | d treated | 
Year Platform Type Nests Nests Fledged Active Nest recommend tr eate poles and a platforms for construction of artificial 
1974 Wire 1 0 0 0 nesting structures and perching struc- 

Lath 4 | 4 42 3.00 | tures for the double-crested cormo- 
| Box — 3 3 8 2.67 | rant. The high life expectancy of 

| | Total artificial 5 7 . oe treated wood materials outweighs ini- 
| Nat. nest sites 29 24 | tial cost. Material costs for nesting 

- 1975 Wire 0 0 0 0 structures in 1980 were as follows: 
Lath 0 0 O- 0 treated 30-ft poles - $50/pole; treated 

| Mod. lath — 9 5 12 1.33 35-ft poles - $90/pole; treated plat- 
: | Box 2 + t 0.50 forms - $3.75 each. The number of 

: Total artificial 11 6 13 1.18 platforms that can be placed on a pole 
Nat. nest sites 30 19 89 1.30 depends on water depth. A 30-ft pole 

1976 Wire 0 0 0 0 at the Mead rookery held 4 platforms 
Lath 0 0 0 0 and a 35-ft pole held 6 platforms. To- 

| Mod. lath 19 18 60 3.16 tal cost/completed structure including 
| to. Box — A _2 9 1.25 labor and materials averaged $125 for 

| Total artificial 23 20 — 65 2.83 30-ft structures and $200 for 35-ft 
Nat. nest sites 17 11 37 2.18 | structures, respectively. Total cost/ 

| . platform averaged $31.25 and $33.00 
| . | for 30- and 35-ft structures, 

| | respectively. 
| : Material costs for perching struc- 

: 7 | | - tures in 1980 were as follows: treated 
- morant and heron breeding season it vus brachyrhynchos) in British Co- 30-ft pole - $50; perches and bracing - 

: was not uncommon to hear the entire lumbia and on eggs by California gulls $3.65 each. A 30-ft pole at the Mead 
rookery reverberate with alarm calls (Larus californicus) in California. held 3 perches. Total cost per com- 
from both species during the nighttime Lewis (1929) reported predation on _ pleted structure including labor ‘and 

| hours. Observations on days following eggs and young by the great black- materials averaged $97.75. Total cost 
this type of disturbance generally re- —_ backed gull (Larus marinus). per perch averaged $32.58. 
sulted in missing cormorant young or Eight known renesting attempts Platforms and perches should be in- 
newly vacated nests. Norton (1973) were observed over the 3-year period. spected and repaired annually prior to 
observed an active great horned owl It was difficult to determine the extent the breeding season. This can best be 
nest in the middle of the Woods Hole of renest attempts within the Mead done in the winter when ice facilitates 
rookery in Oklahoma. Predation by population because the birds were not inspection and repair work. At the 
other species has been reported in banded or marked. Mead, repairs were minimal and gener- 
other colonies throughout North Heron production on platforms in ally involved replacing and tightening 

America. Kees (1970) reported preda- 1974 and 1976 was 1.6 and 2.8 young/ bolts or replacing broken perches, 

tion on young and eggs by crows (Cor- nest, respectively. Production infor- sidearms, and lath. 

1. Artificial platforms were a suc- morants and great blue herons, espe- water, spaced 3 ft apart vertically for 
| cessful substitute for the cormorant’s cially lath platforms later modified cormorants and 4 ft apart for herons, 

natural nesting substrate. Great blue with additional perching space. and staggered in a 180° rotation pat- 
heron use of platforms, in addition to 4. Use of perching structures by tern. Perching structures should be in- 
cormorant use, increases the possibil- cormorants was proportional to the corporated when natural roosting trees 
ity of rehabilitating deteriorating density of the birds present are lacking. Human activity should be | 
rookeries containing one or both y restricted during the entire breeding 
species. 5. Production of young was gener- season. 

2. Platform use by cormorants at ally greater on the artificial platforms 7. Replacement of fallen nests on 

the Mead rookery increased from than in natural nest sites. ; -_ platforms may be desirable when at- 25.6% in 1974 to 57.5% in 1976 as de- 6. Treated poles and platforms are tempting to develop new rookeries 
terioration of natural nest sites within recommended for the construction of , 
the rookery accelerated. artificial nesting structures and 8. Material and labor costs were 

3. Platforms constructed of wire, perches. Structures should be placed $125/4-platform structure and $200/ 
lath, and wooden boxes were tested at within 25 ft of natural nesting trees. 6-platform structure. Total material 
the Mead Wildlife Area. Lath plat- Modified lath platforms should be and labor cost/perching structure was 

12 forms received the greatest use by cor- placed on the poles 9-24 ft above the $97.75.
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TECHNICAL BULLETINS (1974-1981) 

No. 74 Surveys of toxic metals in Wisconsin. (1974) John G. No. 106 Mallard population and harvest dynamics in Wisconsin. 
Konrad, Stanton J. Kleinert, Paul E. Degurse (1978) James R. March and Richard A. Hunt 

No. 75 Surveys of lake rehabilitation techniques and exper- No. 107 _ Lake sturgeon populations, growth, and exploitation in 
iences. (1974) Russell Dunst et al. Lakes Poygan, Winneconne and Butte des Morts, Wis- 

No. 76 Seasonal movement, winter habitat use, and population consin. (1978) Gordon R. Priegel and 
distribution of an east central Wisconsin pheasant popu- Thomas L. Wirth 

EUR Ce) Sous ~ ae Hee = oo No. 108 Brood characteristics and summer habitats of ruffed 
No. 78 Hydrogeologic evaluation of solid waste disposal in south grouse in central Wisconsin. (1978) John Kubisiak 

central Wisconsin. (1974) Alexander Zaporozec Cae e a Ae f : Sie No. 109  Seston characterization of major Wisconsin rivers (slime 
No. 79 Effects of stocking northern pike in Murphy Flowage. survey) (1978) Joseph R. Ball and (1974) Howard E. Snow E . é f ay aa ical a David W. Marshall 

No. 80 Impact eee Sen STE DON Se ae No. 110 The influence of chemical reclamation on a small brown consin. (1974) Melville H. Cohee : : 5 
= = E trout stream in southwestern Wisconsin. (1978) 

No. 81 Influence of organic pollution on the density and produc- Eddie 1. -Av 
tion of trout in a Wisconsin stream. (1975) Os- ; Be : 
car M. Brynildson and John W. Mason No. 111 Ecology of great-horned owls and red-tailed hawks in 

No. 82 Annual production by brook trout in Lawrence Creek southern Wisconsin. (1979) LeRoy R. Petersen 
during eleven successive years. (1974) Robert L. Hunt No. 112 Control and management of cattails in southeastern 

No. 83 Lake sturgeon harvest, growth, and recruitment in Lake Wisconsin wetlands. (1979) John D. Beule 
Winnebago, Wisconsin. (1975) Gordon R. Priegel and No.113 Movement and behavior of the muskellunge determined 
Thomas L. Wirth by radio-telemetry. (1979) Michael P. Dombeck 

No. 84 Estimate of abundance, harvest, and exploitation of the No. 114 Evaluating the accuracy of biochemical oxygen demand 
fish population of Escanaba Lake, Wisconsin, 1946-69. and suspended solids analyses performed by Wisconsin 
(1975) James J. Kempinger, Warren S. Churchill, laboratories. (1979) Susan Weber 
Gordon R. Priegel, and Lyle M. Christenson ” 3 

é S ei No. 115 Removal of woody streambank vegetation to improve zi No. 85 _ Reproduction of an east central Wisconsin pheasant pop- trout habitat. (1979) Robert L. Hunt 
ulation. (1975) John M. Gates and James B. Hale oe. ee LS a coe 

Se i E . All haracteristics of scattered wet in relation to du No. 86 Characteristics of a northern pike spawning population. 7 eee = z = 
(1975) Gordon R. Priegel and David C. Krohn ee apie jg aan C2) War: 

No. 90 The presettlement vegetation of Columbia County, Wis- sem Whecler ant ae x eat 3 
consin in the 1830’s. (1976) William Tans No. 117 Management of roadside vegetative cover by selective 

No. 91 Wisconsin’s participation in the river basin commissions. control of undesirable vegetation. (1980) (1975) Rahim Oghalai and Mary Mullen pe J. Rusch, Donald R. Thompson, and 

No. 93 Population and biomass estimates of fishes in Lake Win- pil Kabat 
gra. (1976) Warren S. Churchill No. 118  Ruffed grouse density and habitat relationships in Wis- 

No. 94 Cattail -- the significance of its growth, phenology, and consin. (1980) John J. Kubisiak, John C. Moulton, 
carbohydrate storage to its control and management. : and Keith McCaffery 
(1976) Arlyn F. Linde, Thomas Janisch, and 
Dale Smith No.119 Assuccessful application of catch-and-release regulations 

No. 95 Recreation use of small streams in Wisconsin. (1976) on a Wisconsin trout stream. (1981) Robert L. Hunt 
peer es ene i No. 120 Forest opening construction and impacts in northern 

No. 96 Northern pike production in managed spawning and Wisconsin. (1981) Keith R. McCaffery, 
rearing marshes. (1977) Don M. Fago James E. Ashbrenner, and John C. Moulton 

No. 98 Effects of hydraulic dredging on the ecology of native 
trout populations in Wisconsin spring ponds. (1977) No.121 Population dynamics of wild brown trout and associated 
Robert F. Carline and Oscar M. Brynildson sport fisheries in four central Wisconsin streams. (1981) 

No. 101 Impact upon local property taxes of acquisitions within Eddie L. Avery and Robert L. Hunt 
the St. Croix River State Forest in Burnett and Polk f a as ‘ counties. (1977): Monroe H. Rosner No. 122 Leopard frog populations and mortality in Wisconsin, 

No.103 A 15-year study of the harvest, exploitation, and mortal- ee anes h Bee tine Be ee anal 
ity of fishes in Murphy Flowage, Wisconsin. (1978) ruce F. Hellnich. 

Howard E. Snow No. 123 An evaluation of Wisconsin ruffed grouse surveys. 
No. 104 Changes in population density, growth, and harvest of (1981) Donald R. Thompson. 

northern pike in Escanaba Lake after implementation 
of a 22-inch size limit. (1978) James J. Kempinger and No. 124 A survey of unionid mussels in the Upper Missis- 
Robert F. Carline sippi River. (1981) Pamella A. Thiel. 

No. 105 Population dynamics, predator-prey relationships, and No. 125 Age, structure, productivity, and harvest of red 

management of the red fox in Wisconsin. (1978) foxes in Wisconsin, 1975-78. (1981). Charles M. 
Charles M. Pils and Mark A. Martin Pils and Eugene L. Lange. 

Copies of the above publications and a complete list of all technical bulletins in the series are available from the Bureau of Research, Depart- 
ment of Natural Resources, Box 7921, Madison, WI 53707.
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